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"No need to be so cocky, Rodney! The only reason you managed to defeat Roanne was because you used a treasure as your

secret weapon! There's nothing to be proud of when you won by deceit!" Leon said, sneering as he exposed the truth of

Rodney's victory.

Since he possessed plenty of secret weapons, it was safe to say that he knew a thing or two about using treasures to turn one's

situation around!

Something felt off about the surge of energy that Rodney emitted while attacking Roanne just now, and from Leon's experience,

it was not hard to deduce that Rodney possessed some sort of Emperor Weapon that aided him in combat!

This was how Rodney managed to defeat Roanne so easily!

"Treasure? What treasure?" the audience was utterly gobsmacked by this, they all exchanged dubious glances, trying to

decipher what Leon said.

"You! I have no idea what you're talking about!" the smile unnaturally froze on Rodney’s face.

The way that Rodney"s entire demeanor changed only solidified Leon"s guess!

"Trying to act stupid? Well, I'll come right out and say it; if you have the guts, I dare you to remove the ring you're wearing and

show all of us! If my guesses are correct, that

ring is an Emperor Weapon that belongs to the Advanced Emperor State, and perhaps even the Peak Emperor State!" Leon

said, sneering.

"Um," The color drained from Rodney's face at this point, and he instinctively drew his hand back.

Leon's guess was right; the silver ring he was wearing was indeed a piece of Emperor Weapon!

This was his secret weapon to defeating Roanne so easily; however, he did so so subtly and tried so hard to conceal the aura of

this treasure that he did not think anyone, much less Leon, would discover it!

"What? Did Mister Spears achieve his victory by using a secret weapon instead of his true power?"

"Is this true?"

Everyone was stunned by this, they all turned to gaze at Rodney"s hand with quizzical looks, trying to figure out if Leon was

telling the truth or not.

"It's no wonder! I can't believe that wretched boy tried to ambush Roanne like that!"

"This is unacceptable!" Angus and Yuri were infuriated by this!

They all trusted Leon so much that they did not even second -guess his judgment.

They all wondered how Roanne, who already attained the Intermediate Emperor State, managed to lose to Rodney so easily, but

now, it turned out that Rodney used a secret weapon and even almost managed to get away with it!

This was so sly and deceitful, and the Thompsons almost paid the price for it!

One could only imagine their rage at this realization!

"I didn't! This is just an ordinary silver ring! Don't you dare try to slander me, Leon!" Rodney quickly tried to deny everything.

"Well, you can easily prove that by taking off your ring and showing everyone, can't you?" Leon replied, smirking.

"I," Rodney was rendered utterly speechless, unsure of what to say in retaliation.
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